A teenage witch? Really?

Sabrina Granger, The Teenage Witch
Sabrina Granger--real name Daryl Friedman--died when she was eight years old, but she didn't
stay dead. She was in a car crash that took her parents, but that isn't what killed her, not
directly. It was the sepsis and infection that killed her
in the end. She died a week later, in a hospital bed,
sweating and terrified as only an eight year old on the
verge of death could be. Her parents were gone. She
had no relatives. And the Reaper was coming for her.
She knew it, somehow, in her fevered nightmares.
When she passed over the White Horseman's
Threshold on November 1st at 0:23am, sweating and
convulsing, she was greeted by The Wicked Witch, a
bloated, diseased looking crone. It was a terrifying
thing to greet an eight year old who'd just died, but
the Witch was the first thing that comforted her.
There in the place between life and death, at the
Threshold, the elderly woman gave the child a piece
of candy, and made the Bargain. The nurses called it a
miracle. One minute, she was completely flatlined,
code blue. The doctors couldn't revive her, and when
they'd given up and noted ToD, she let out a gasp and
came back to life.
With no parents and no relatives, she became a ward of the state. But that didn't sit well with
The Witch, and it didn't sit well with Daryl either. She ran away from her third or fourth or
fifth foster home, and started living on her own, just she and the Witch. And the ghosts. So
many ghosts. All in need of aid. And in aiding them, she's been able to carve out a rather
comfortable little life for herself as an Advocate for the dead.

Character Sheet
Concept: Teenage Witch Virtue: Compassion Vice: Inquisitive
Torn | Bonepicker | Occultist
Intelligence ••, Wits ••, Resolve •••
Strength •••, Dexterity ••, Stamina ••••
Presence ••, Manipulation ••, Composure ••••
Crafts ••, ※Investigation ••, Medicine •, ※Occult (Ghosts) ••
Athletics •••, Brawl ••, Larceny ••, Stealth ••,
Survival (Underworld, Urban) •, Weaponry(Broom) ••••
※Empathy(Grief) ••, Intimidation ••, Persuasion •••, Streetwise(Krewes) •, Subterfuge •••
Psyche •••• , Willpower •••••••, Health [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Defense: 5, Speed: 10, Initiative +6
※ denotes an Asset Skill

Keys: Phantasm, Stillness, Stigmatic

Merits
Professional Training (Occultist) (•••••) - Sabrina is a highly skilled occultist, thanks to The
Wicked Witch's teaching and influence. Due to professional training, All Investigation, Occult,
and Empathy rolls Sabrina performs have 9-Again, and she gets two free specialties (Ghosts and
Grief). In addition, she has decent contact with The Twilight Network and Local Ghosts.
Whenever she purchases an Asset Skill, she takes a Beat, and when she rolls one of them, she
may first spend a point of Willpower to make the roll a Rote action.
Interdisciplinary Specialty (Ghosts) (•) - Sabrina is so knowledgeable about Ghosts that she
can use her Occult specialty with any other skill; for instance, stacking it with Weaponry to use
her knowledge of ghosts to better strike at them, or using the bonus to Subterfuge because she
knows how to deal with them better.
Haunt (••) - A place to rest her head, and perform her ceremonies.
-- Accessibility (•) - The location of the Haunt is a small, out of the way mansion with a
basement that once hosted a murder, as it was formerly a Speak-easy.
-- Fluidity (••) - The Death Marks are still strong, and the Gateway still useable where it lies
behind the bloodsplatter that's not as old as it should look after almost a century. +2 to
ceremonies, and to attempting to open the Avernan Gateway.
Deathmask - The Screaming Cap (••••) - Sabrina used to have a much more homemade
witch's cap until she ran into an unbound Geist that was also a witch. Only one of them
survived the encounter.
Charm - Suicide Shirt (•) - Taken from a large but quiet funeral of a teenage suicide where no
one speak, everyone in attendance silently blaming each other. Sabrina unearthed to coffin
and tore out the silken lining. With the help of another Sin-eater that owed her a favour, she
turned the stolen coffin lining into a blouse and had it Dedicated to the Silent Threshold. It
gives +1 to any Manifestations that use the Stillness Key.
Fetter - The Sticky Fingers (•••) - A Lucky Rabbit's foot that served as the Anchor of a
pickpocket's ghost. He'd always rub it for good luck before stealing a wallet. Sabrina trapped
him inside of it instead of consigning him to the Underworld, and by spending a point of

Willpower she can call upon the ghost's Plasticity Numina.
Charm - Blood Tapestry (•) - Made with the ashes of Ashleigh Harker’s victim, this is a Charm
Tat depicting a sugarskull in a bloody hood. It provides +1 to manifestations and Ceremonies
invoking the Stigmata Key.

Ceremonies
Cigarette Dawn (•) - Psyche + Presence, 3 successes, one roll per turn; Some places are
connected strongly to Death. Near one of these Avernan Gateways, Sabrina can sit with
someone, watching the sunrise. In a moment like this, a convergence of life and death, three
questions can be asked, and the subject will answer them to the best of their ability. Usually
this ceremony involves sharing cigarettes, with one of them going for the dead.
Finding (•) - Psyche + Stamina; 3 successes for a corpse, 6 for a living being, one roll every 10
minutes; With a piece of blood, hair, or skin, a Sin-eater can track a subject. Whether it be to a
corpse's resting place, or chasing a living person throughout the city.
Mending the Mortal Coil (••••) - Psyche + Intelligence, 5 successes, one additional success for
each point of Lethal healed and two for each Aggravated. By creating a plasmic infusion and
pouring alcohol into a wound, Sabrina can use this quick and dirty ceremony to heal herself or
others.
Quicken Dead (•••) - Psyche + Presence, successes equal to the corpse's health. With the aid of
a ghost, Sabrina creates a mindless, shambling undead servitor.

Manifestations
Oracle •••
Unlocking the Oracle provides supernatural clarity and insight into the Key's purview.
Phantasmal Dice Pool Intelligence •• + Investigation •• + Oracle ••• + Deathmask (+2) + Keystone
(+3) = 12 Dice
Phantasmal Oracle •: By activating the Phantasmal Oracle with Intelligence + Investigation +
Oracle, Sabrina gains insight to cut through illusions, both magical and mundane. At the lowest
level, she can add her successes on the roll to any Empathy rolls to detect lies, as well as
Subterfuge, and Persuasion, as the insight allows her to better craft her lies.
Phantasmal Oracle ••: At this level Sabrina's insight is all the more acute, and by spending a
point of Plasm she gains the 9-Again quality on one roll as described above.
Phantasmal Oracle •••: At this level of the Oracle, Sabrina's insight is so powerful that she can
even see through magical occlusion, and she gains the successes rolled to any attempts to see
through or resist any magical effects that would hide or disguise something, as well as any
abilities that would attempt to cloud her mind. It's just too sharp. If an effect doesn't get a
Contested roll, Sabrina can Contest it anyway with her unmodified Intelligence + Investigation
roll.
Stillness Dice Pool Intelligence •• + Investigation •• + Oracle ••• + Charm (+1) + Keystone (+3) =
11 Dice
Stillness Oracle •: With a roll of Intelligence + Investigation + Oracle, Sabrina can also unlock
the Stillness Oracle, gaining insight into the dead. She gains a bonus equal to the successes on

the roll to any Investigation or Medicine rolls to examine a dead body or other physical
remains.
Stillness Oracle ••: At this level, any of the above rolls gain 9-Again Investigation rolls do not gain 8-Again,
even though they already have 9-Again

Stillness Oracle •••: With this power, Sabrina becomes the ultimate medical examiner. By
touching human remains, Sabrina can spend a point of Plasm and roll Intelligence + Medicine +
Activation Successes to relive a minute of the deceased's last moments, and learns one useful
piece of knowledge for each success. She may also learn whether the deceased has a ghost, and
the status and location of the ghost.
Stigmatic Dice Pool: Intelligence •• + Occult (Ghosts) • + Oracle ••• + Charm (+1) + Fetter (+2) =
10 Dice w/ 9-Again, 1wp for Rote Action
Stigmatic Oracle •: By activating the Oracle, which can be paid with 1B instead of the usual
Plasm, Sabrina can add her success on the roll to any Wits actions to understand or observe a
ghost.
Stigmatic Oracle ••: Roll Wits + Occult + Successes - a Ghost's Resistance to learn one answer
per success.
Stigmatic Oracle •••: A roll of Wits + Occult + Successes -1 for each hour reveals the past usage
of Numina or Manifestations. By paying one Plasm, the same roll will answer questions about
the usage of the power in question.

Boneyard ••
Unlocking the Boneyard puts Sabrina into a trance and extends her perceptions for 10 yards
per success. Each Key gives the Sin-eater more control and perception over certain aspects.
Only with the Stigmata Boneyard can Sabrina extend her supernatural perceptions outward.
Phantasmal Dice Pool Wits •• + Persuasion ••• + Boneyard •• + Deathmask (+2) + Keystone (+3) =
12 dice
Phantasmal Boneyard • By activating the Boneyard, Sabrina slips into a trance and extends
her perceptions outward. Successes are added to her ability to perceive invisible objects, and
detect anything hidden by illusions. Her resistance traits are also bolstered when it comes to
any effects that would manipulate her perceptions.
Phantasmal Boneyard •• At this level, Sabrina can manipulate the perceptions of another,
rolling Manipulation + Persuasion + Successes contested by Composure + Psyche. If the roll
succeeds, she alters the target's awareness of their surroundings for as long as she
concentrates on the illusion.
Stillness Dice Pool Wits •• + Subterfuge ••• + Boneyard •• + Charm (+1) + Keystone (+3) = 11 Dice
Stillness Boneyard •: Activating the Boneyard extends Sabrina's awareness out into the area,
controlling not what the enemy sees, but what they overlook. For a point of plasm per person,
Sabrina can grant allies a Stealth bonus equal to the number of successes (she can't move
adequately enough to sneak around herself while in a trance)
Stillness Boneyard •: With a point of Plasm each, the Boneyard clouds the perceptions of a
target, inflicting a penalty to all Wits based perception rolls equal to the activation successes,
provided the successes beat their Resolve. Only a number of targets equal to the activation
successes can be effected.

Stigmatic Dice Pool: Wits •• + Occult (Ghosts) •• + Boneyard •• + Charm (+1) + Fetter (+2) = 10
Dice w/9-Again, 1wp for Rote Action
Stigmatic Boneyard •: Sabrina can sense occult pathways to the Underworld, and use her
Ghost Sight through the Boneyard.
Stigmatic Boneyard ••:At this level, the Boneyard allows for a barrier to be erected in
Twilight, warding an area from intrusion. Sabrina rolls Presence + Occult + Successes and
creates a warding in an area equal to roughly five yards per plasm spent, and often coextensive
with any structures or borders. Nothing in Twilight will be able to pass through the barrier
unless it's Power is greater than the successes on the roll.

Charms
Due to her rather impressive collection of Charms, including a Deathmask taken from a
defeated Geist, Sabrina gains a +3 to any social rolls made to other Sin-eaters.

Staff of the Wicked Witch
Keystone, Stricken - Death by Illness
Keys: Phantasmal, Stillness
Skill: Medicine
The Wicked Witch wasn't always so wicked. She was a healer. But women with power, especially those who
are wise and able to cure the sick and heal the injured using potions and salves, are often seen with
suspicion. She was beaten and raped by customers who thought she could do more than she claimed, and
forced to drink her own stock. She didn't die, at least not right away, but she became misshapen and
diseased, and for the rest of her life she always bore the symptoms of all those mixed ingredients. When
she finally did die, it was because of the poison finally getting the best of her. In the end, her only real
possession was a broom that children claimed was haunted, and used to curse them. It wasn't true, but
she clutched it she died, wishing that she had true magic.
Sabrina can summon that broom to her hand, pulling it Reflexively out of Twilight with little more than
her will. It's an old, weathered branch that's been treated and carved into a long handle, with straw
bristles held on by a metal clasp and tied around the middle with twine. It looks normal enough when it's
stationary, but when used properly, the light shines from within the bristles, twinkling like stars in the
band of the milky way, glowing with ghostly colours of purple and pale blue and green. Nebulous shades
of dream and illusion.
The broom is a poor weapon, with similar combat statistics to the baton: Damage rating of 1,
size 2, initiative penalty of -1. Beyond that, though, when it's in Sabrina's hands, she gains a +3
bonus to all Manifestations that use the Phantasmal or Stillness Keys, and she can spend Plasm
to gain bonus dice to rolls that use the Medicine skill on a 1:1 basis.

The Screaming Cap
Threshold: Silent - Death by Deprivation
Deathmask, Silent
Key: Phantasmal
Skill: Occult
Broken Key - Stillness

The Wicked Witch isn't the only woman who frightened and unnerved her neighbors thanks to the
trappings of witchcraft. But unlike the Wicked Witch, the Salem Shadow lived up to the reputation. She
was a cruel woman who was said to eat children, and after her death, she was just as horrid. Sabrina and
the Witch put an end to her, and her puritan style cap twisted and reshaped itself into a hideous thing of
dirty felt, with folds that always seemed stuck in a shape that looked like a screaming face.
While wearing the cap, Sabrina gains +1 to rolls using Occult, and +2 to any activations of the
Phantasmal Key. In addition, while she wears it, she can hide her face in shadows, and no
matter how dark things get, she can always see as if it were the night of the full moon; not
enough to aid perception, but enough that she can find her way or see what's going on.

The Suicide Shirt
Threshold: Silent - Death by Deprivation, Charm
Key: Stillness
Allen Harold was just another statistic. A gay youth who was bullied and harassed by his peers. Even his
family didn't make his life any easier. And so it should have come as no surprise when he was found in bed
with a bottle of his mother's sleeping pills and a bottle of dad's scotch. Allen died due to deprivation of
hope. But what solidified the Threshold and strengthened the Key was the fact that throughout the
ceremony, no one spoke. Each of them quietly blamed each other, as well as themselves. Who could have
prevented this? No one said anything, but the guilt and blame were palpable. After watching the
ceremony, Sabrina unearthed the casket and paid her own respects, solemnly giving the boy a kiss on the
forehead and performing last rites to try and ensure there was no ghost. And then she unceremoniously
ripped free the beautiful silken fabric that lined the casket and had it made into a Casket Jacket in the
form of a peasant blouse.
When wearing the Suicide Shirt, Sabrina gains +1 to any rolls to activate Manifestations using
the Stillness Key. In addition, as with all Charms, she can feed off of the Old Death bound up
within to heal two points of Lethal damage, destroying the Casket Jacket (and therefore her
shirt) in the process; Sabrina actually owns three mostly identical Suicide Shirts.

The Sticky Fingers
Threshold:Torn - Death by Violence, Fetter
Key: Stigmata
Georgie Five-Fingers was a nobody. He was a weaselly rat of a man, always hiding and being afraid. He
was superstitious, and carried around a lucky rabbit's foot, a little blue honest to goodness rabbit foot that
he got out of a dime machine out front of a corner store when he was younger, and kept all his life.
Unfortunately, his life ended when he was barely twenty three. Five-Fingers was a pickpocket, and a low
level criminal. Unfortunately, being part of a gang didn't stop him from getting shot down when a rival
found out he'd been robbed. After his death, he was more troublesome, filching objects and playing
pranks he couldn't get away with in life. Not a malevolent spirit by any stretch of the imagination, but not
one that should be left causing trouble, he's now Fettered to the rabbit's foot, an old blue dyed knicknack
with faded dye where it's been rubbed many, many times.
When carrying the Sticky Fingers, Sabrina gains a +2 to any uses of Manifestations unlocked
with the Stigmata Key, and it grants this bonus when invoking the Torn Threshold in a
ceremony. Once per scene, by spending a point of Willpower and rolling Dexterity + Larceny,
the Witch--or anyone carrying the Fetter and aware of how to channel it--can cause a number
of body parts equal to their Stamina to sprout forth from a surface, channeling

the Plasticity Numina. These body parts have the user's stats and dice pools, and can be used to
deal Bashing damage. If they take a single point of damage, they disappear.

The Blood Tapestry
Threshold:Torn - Death by Violence, Charm
Key: Stigmata
Being drunk is dangerous when you're alone. But, sometimes those lowered inhibitions get the better of
you, and you find yourself walking through a dark alleyway. Marion Arthur found herself in just such a
situation. There's a legend of a woman named Red Hood (Ashleigh Harker). She preys on people who were
as drunk as she was the day she was raped and killed, as well as the people who'd take advantage of them.
She's a scared straight urban legend. But she was also real, and Marion was found brutalized and torn
apart violently. Another victim of the urban Legend. The Bloody Tapestry takes the form of scarification
tattoo, a sugarskull drapped in a cloak, the kelosis of scar tissue agitated with Marion's ashes and inked
over in bloody red. It takes up much of Sabrina's arm, covering the deltoid and bicep.
The tattoo is dedicated to the Stigmata Key, and grants Sabrina a +1 to any uses of that Key
through Manifestations or calling upon it in Ceremonies. Should she ever need to, as with any
other Charm, she could feed upon the Old Death imbued in it and heal off two points of Lethal
damage, destroying the tattoo in the process.

